If you have any questions in relation to this matter, please do not hesitate to contact the
secretariat on (02) 9230 3311. Further information about the inquiry can be found at the
Committee's website at hap://www.parliarnent.ns~.~ov.au/fishin$nq.i.y.
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Parliament House, Macquarie Street, Sydney NSW 2000 AUSmuiLLi
Telephone (02) 9230 3504
Facsimile (02) 9230 2981
Fishing.inq+@parliament.nsw.gov.au
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Additional queStions from members
.

'\

Mr Max Frost
1

Do you think there is any advantage, either in cost saving or operational efficiency, in
merging the operations of the Marine Parks Authority, the Department of Fisheries, and
NSW Waterways?
If some amalgamation was to take place, under which of these agencies is it most
appropriate to amalgamate these operations?
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Duncan Gay MLC
NSW Shadow Minister for Industry

Leslie Williams
Nationals Candidate Port Macquarie

MEDIA RELEASE
Thursday 6 May 2010

VICTORY FOR LOCAL FISHING COMMUNITY
Shadow Minister for lndustry Duncan Gay and Nationals Candidate for Port
Macquarie Leslie Williams today welcomed reports that NSW Labor would rule out a
marine park from Lake Cathie to Crowdy Head.
"We are hopeful there is truth in Today's ABC radio report that Environment Minister
Frank Sartor will rule out a National Parks Association (NPA) recommendation for a
marine park between Lake Cathie and Crowdy Head," said Mr Gay.
"We are waiting on an official confirmation statement from the Minister, and we would
like an indication of time frame, we are very wary of NSW Labor making one promise
on one day and going back on this the next.
"If this report is indeed true it is a tremendous victory for the local fishing groups and
industry, as well as our very hard working Nationals Member Leslie Williams.
"Over the last few years Leslie has campaigned hard against the marine park
proposal, and put the pressure on NSW Labor to rule out the NPA's
recommendation."
Mr Gay said local Member Peter Besseling had not lifted a finger to fight for
fishermen on this issue.
"Mr Besseling has been happy to sit back and watch Leslie Williams do all the heavy
lifting on this," said Mr Gay.
"Mr Besseling sat in his office with his feet up and accused the NSW Nationals of
scare mongering over marine parks.
"Let me tell Mr Besseling that it has been both Leslie and the community's hard work
that has sent the strong message to NSW Labor that the community do not want
another marine park in their area.
"I now call on NSW Labor to reject all of the recommendations within the NPA's Torn
Blue Fringe Report."
Mrs Williams congratulated the local fishing community and thanked them for all their
ha@work.
"I hope these reports are true because the fishing community has worked so hard
over the last few years to send the clear message to NSW Labor that they will not
stand for another marine park," said Mrs Williams.
"The NSW Liberals & Nationals will continue to fight hard to make sure NSW
communities are treated fairly by the State Labor Government."
Duncan Gay
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Leslie Williams

